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The one-electron description of heterocyclic five-membered ring polymers is derived on the basis of
the Su–Schrieffer–Heeger–Hu¨ckel type Hamiltonian which accounts for the electronic interaction
of the heteroatomp-orbital lone pair with thep band structure of the carbon backbone. An explicit
form of the fifth order equation, the solutions of which determine the dispersion relations for fivep
electron bands and closed expressions of molecular orbitals, is obtained. The main accent is put on
the grossp electronic polymer structure. It is shown that there exists one-to-one correspondence
between the structure considered as a function of basic system parameters@such as the electron
on-site energies at carbon~C! and heteroatom (X), and resonance integrals associated with C–C and
X– C bonds# and zeros of the Green function of polymer building blocks—monomers. This
interrelation is expressed in the form of certain equations for the monomer Green function matrix
elements, which predict the values of system parameters at which thep electron spectrum contains
closed gaps~some bands join each other!, in-gap states, and degenerate bands. Ten band-edge
energies of fivep bands of heterocyclic polymers are found as analytical functions of system
parameters. Four of 10 band-edge energies are shown to be independent of heteroatom parameters
due to the system symmetry. The heteroatom effects on the band edges are traced for polythiophene,
polypyrrole, and polyfuran. Theoretical results are compared with available experimental data, and
band gaps and bandwidths ofp electrons in heterocyclic polymers are predicted. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51937-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past 15 years thep electronic structure of
conjugated polymers and oligomers based on five-memb
ring heterocycles has been the subject of a considerable
oretical effort1–16 fed by an enormous amount of experime
tal work. The great interest to this family of conducting pol
mers is stimulated by wide possibilities of their use
electronic materials due to the comparatively small intrin
band gap, good conductivities upon doping, and impro
environmental stability and processing.

Most of calculations were concerned with the fundam
tal band gap,2–7,9,10,12–16and there are few papers where t
full p electron spectrum is discussed.1,8,11 The first reported
theoretical values of the gap1,8 were much larger than thos
observed experimentally. With the improvement of calcu
tion schemes a much better agreement between the th
and experiment has been achieved.3,10,16Also, the underlying
physics that rules the gap formation has been clarified
great detail.

Unlike polyacetylene, in conjugated polymers based
aromatic rings the band gap is not minimal, if carbon–carb
bond alternation~the Peierls distortion! is equal to zero.
Brédas3 was the first who showed that in these polyme
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‘‘the band gap decreases as a function of increasing quin
character of the~carbon! backbone.’’ It was also claimed tha
‘‘the intrinsic gap can never completely close because th
bands belong to the same irreducible representation.’’ Ph
cal explanations of the former effect were given by Mintm
et al.7 and were further detailed by Lee and Kertesz.10 How-
ever, the impossibility of joining the bands has been oppo
by both groups of authors.

According to Mintmireet al.7 the decrease of the gap i
the five-membered ring polymers with the increase of
quinoid character of the parentcis-polyacetylene chain can
be easily understood if the symmetry of frontier states of
latter is taken into account. These states described by
highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! and lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital~LUMO! have wave vectors a
k50 in the one-dimensional Brillouin zone and preserve
local symmetry of the monomer, i.e., within each monom
the wave function is symmetric or antisymmetric with r
spect to the reflection in the plain perpendicular to the ch
and contain an heteroatom in this plane. From these two
antisymmetric state has lower one-electron energy and t
it corresponds to HOMO, while the symmetric state cor
sponds to LUMO, if the backbone has the aromatic struct
~see Fig. 1!. In the case of quinoid geometry, the situation
just reversed. Sinceppp interaction between the heteroato
and carbon~X– C resonance interaction! affects the symmet-
/107(13)/5032/19/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5033Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
ric state and has no effect on the antisymmetric one,
since the energy of the heteroatom lone orbital~X level! is
always anticipated to be below LUMO and HOMO levels
cis-polyacetylene, one comes to the conclusion that the ef
produced byX– C interaction on the aromatic form ofcis-
polyacetylene leads to the band gap increase, but to the
crease, if the carbon chain has quinoid structure, as sh
schematically in Fig. 1. In the picture given by Mintmir
et al.,7 there are no restrictions which prevent the band g
from closing~i.e., touching of the top and bottom of HO an
LU bands, respectively! at a certain degree of the quino
character of carbon backbone. This point has been acce
in a later publications of Bre´daset al.6 and Brédas,9 which
give a convincing illustration of practical applications of th
quantum chemistry aided design of organic polymers.

More importantly, the symmetry interchange betwe
HOMO and LUMO states, when passing from the aroma
to quinoid form of the carbon backbone, occurs only in po
mers.~An effective increase of the quinoidlike contributio
to the electronic structure of aromatic ring based polym
associates withn or p type doping;2 it can also be attained b
certain types of substitution.9! Such an interchange does n
take place in a five-membered ring monomer, where HOM
is antisymmetric and LUMO symmetric with respect to t
symmetry operation indicated above, independent of
monomer form~see Sec. III!. Therefore, thep2p* gap of a
heterocyclic ring is always expected to be larger than tha
the monomer ofcis-polyacetylene which consists of four C
units ~see Fig. 1!.

From the above observation it immediately follows th
at least three factors have to be considered simultaneous
understand the trends in HOMO-LUMO gap of heterocyc
ring based polymers. These are:

FIG. 1. Effect of heteroatom–carbon resonance interaction on HOMO
LUMO levels in five-membered ring monomer~down! and corresponding
polymer ~up!. In monomer, HOMO is antisymmetric~a! in both aromatic
~left! and quinoid~right! conformations; in polymer, HOMO is antisymme
ric in aromatic conformation but symmetric~s! in quinoid conformation.
Accordingly to Mintmireet al. ~see Ref. 7!, this leads to a qualitative chang
ing of heteroatom effect on HOMO-LUMO gap in the cases of aromatic
quinoid geometry of polymer backbone. Phases of MO coefficients at
bons are shown by1 and2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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~i! the character~aromatic or quinoid! of C–C bond al-
ternation;

~ii ! the pure electronicX–C interaction~both heteroatom
parameters, thep electron on-site energy and th
X–C resonance interaction are important!; and

~iii ! the intermonomer resonance interaction.

The latter certainly associates but is not completely de
mined by the bond length between carbons of different rin
in alpha positions (Ca–Ca8). Therefore, the given alternatio
of carbon–carbon bonds does not necessarily implies a
tain relation between the C–C resonance interaction wit
the ring and between rings. Apart from the C–C bond len
the intermonomer interaction is also dependent on the tor
angle between adjacent rings of the polymer, since twist
by some angle relative to each other leads to the decreas
conjugation and thus, modifies the electronic structure of
polymer.4,12 So, for the fixed character of carbon backbo
~either aromatic or quinoid! one can expect different heteroa
tom effects on thep electron spectrum which will be high
lighted in this presentation.

The resonance interaction between alpha carbons wi
the ring also gives a substantial contribution to the g
energy14,16 enlarging the number of most important facto
up to four. Of course these same factors play the domin
role in determining all other characteristics of thep electron
spectrum such as band gaps other than the fundamental
band widths, etc., which thus far have received much l
attention. Hence, it is desirable to extend the understand
achieved with respect to the fundamental gap to the fulp
electron spectrum.

The main objective of this work is to clarify the specifi
role of each of the above mentioned factors in the format
of p electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers and olig
mers within a simple physical model, which allows one
examine analytically the main results obtained in numeri
calculations and to gain insight into their physical origins

In particular, it will be shown that all band-edge energi
can be expressed in a closed form. Precisely, those of t
which do not contain parameters of heteroatom, i.e.,
band-edge energies ofcis-polyacetylene not affected by he
eroatoms, are represented by solutions of two second o
equations, whereas those which are affected are represe
by solutions of two third order equations. Two of the te
band-edge energies, one dependent on the heteroatom
rameters and another one independent of them, correspo
the HOMO and LUMO energies. Since they are obtained
explicit functions of system characteristic parameters,
previous results concerning the fundamental gap depend
on these parameters are restored and some new aspe
this dependence as well as analogous dependences rela
otherp electron bands are discussed.

Special attention will be paid to the striking feature po
sessed by the spectrum of five-membered ring polymers,
not observed in six-membered ring polymers—the band
generacy which is not connected with zerop electron density
at binding sites~i.e., alpha carbons! of monomer. The effect
of the band~not gap! closing can be conceived, if one of th
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5034 Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
band edges of the parent carbon chain is repulsed by hete
toms towards the opposite band edge of the same b
which is not affected by heteroatoms. Examining the po
bility of such an event~again, connected with the syste
symmetry! and its manifestations in the electronic spectru
of heterocyclic polymers is among the particular tasks of
present analysis.

Although the neglect of electron–electron interaction
never justified in a many-electron system, the one-elec
approximation used here is recognized to be adequate
understanding a number of fundamental properties of c
ducting polymers.17 The Su–Schrieffer–Heeger~SSH!
model,18 which treats thep electron subsystem in terms o
the tight-binding nearest-neighbor approximation and ths
electrons—adiabatically, has proven to be one of the m
successful descriptions of the essentials of excited
charge carrying states of conducting polymers. In this w
we use the SSH model with itsp electronic part appropri-
ately modified for heterocyclic polymers and with the furth
simplification assuming the rigid geometry of the oligom
polymer backbone. This crude approximation puts outs
the present discussion the polaron and bipolaron states.19–23

Obviously, the polaronic effects as well as the problem of
insulator/metal transition in conducting polymers24–27cannot
be approached without the electron–phonon coupling be
taken into account. Still, some insight into the doping effe
can also be made by analyzing the gap, valence, and con
tion band behavior as a function of the quinoid characte
carbon backbone.2,3 In this respect, the use of analytical r
sults obtained here presents certain advantages in com
son with numerical calculations.

It is also worth mentioning that our analysis is start
from the oligomer level, and the polymer spectrum is o
tained in the limit of infinite oligomer length. Of course, th
gross structure ofp electron spectrum of infinite chain doe
not depend on whether the periodic boundary conditions
the terminated~free end! chain model is used. However, i
the latter model, which is closer in spirit to real polymer
materials consisting of long chain segments but not ch
rings, the end effects are taken strictly into account. Th
are shown to be very likely to reveal themselves as in-
discrete states of heterocyclic polymers/oligomers espec
in the case of the quinoid geometry.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Sec. II w
introduce the model and derive general relations which
scribe one-electron spectrum and wave functions of m
ecules with structureM –M –••• –M in terms of the Green
function of building blocksM . In Sec. III these relations
~including equations which determine the band-edge e
gies, local state spectrum, and energies of band degene!
are specified by using explicit expressions of Green func
matrix elements of five-membered heterocycle. The clo
expressions of orthonormalized molecular orbitals of hete
cyclic oligomers/polymers are also obtained. Section
gives visual representation of main heteroatom effects
means of illustrative calculations with the use of differe
sets of heteroatom parameters taken from the literature.
latter section also presents data on band gaps, band wi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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etc., which are compared with experimental results and
oretical predictions obtained by numerical methods. Sec
V briefly summarizes the main results of this work.

II. MODEL: GENERAL CONSIDERATION

The p electronic part of the SSH Hu¨ckel type Hamil-
tonian which describes an oligomer consisting ofN hetero-
cyclic rings H– (C4H2X)N–H ~whereX5S, NH, or O in oli-
gomers of polythiophene, polypyrrole, or polyfura
respectively! has the form

H5 (
n,n851

N

(
r1 ,r2

Hnr1
,nr2

8 unr1
&^nr2

8 u. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, n andn8 denote the number of monomers in th
chain; r1 and r2 stand for coordinates of atoms within th
five-membered ring: the left (l ), right (r ) carbons in alpha
(ra l ,r

) and beta (rb l ,r
) positions, and heteroatom (rX) ~see

Fig. 2! ket and bra vectors have the usual meaningunr&
[cnr

1 u0& and ^nru[^0ucnr
, where u0& is the vacuum wave

function, andcnr

1 (cnr
) is the Fermi operator which create

~destroys! p electrons of spin6 1
2 on ther th atom of thenth

monomer~electron spin variables are omitted for simplicity!;
and Hnr1

,nr2
8 5dn,n8H r1 ,r2

M 1(12dn,n8)Vnr1
,nr2

8 is the Hückel

Hamiltonian matrix defined as

FIG. 2. Aromatic~up! and quinoid~down! geometry of five-membered-ring
based polymers: polythiophene (X5S), polypyrrole (X5NH), and polyfu-
ran (X5O). In the given model single and double C—C bonds within rings
and between rings associate with different resonance integrals. An a
tional resonance interaction between alpha carbons within rings~indicated
by interrupted line! is described by parameterg. For the convenience of
comparison with spectrum and wave functions ofcis-polyacetylene~unper-
turbed parent carbon chain! we consider polymer chain as having one rin
per elementary cell.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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H r1 ,r2

M 5b5
eX , if r15r25rX

bC2X /b[gX , if r15ra l
,rar

, r25rX ; r1↔r2

bC5C/b5eh, if r15ra l
, r25rb l

; r15rar
, r25rbr

; r1↔r2

bC–C/b5e2h, if r15rb l
, r25rbr

; r1↔r2

bCa l
– Car

/b[g, if r15ra l
, r25rar

; r1↔r2

0, otherwise,

Vnr1
,nr2

8 5bH bCa – Ca8
/b[g int , if n85n11~nÞN!, r15rar

, r25ra l
;

n85n21~nÞ1!, r15ra l
, r25rar

;

0, otherwise,
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where eX is the difference in Coulomb integrals betwe
heteroatomX and carbon C expressed in units ofb—the
resonance integral in the undimerized carbon backbone,
in a carbon chain with zero alternation parameterh50 @in
commonly used notationseX5(aX2aC)/b#; gX , eh, and
e2h are the resonance integrals~in same units! associated
with X– C, double CvC, and single C–C bonds within
rings, respectively, while parameterg int accounts for the dif-
ference between the resonance carbon–carbon intera
between and within rings~for a nonperturbed dimerized ca
bon chain of polyacetyleneg int5e2h!; an additional reso-
nance interaction between alpha carbons within rings16 is
described by parameterg.

It is convenient to formulate the eigenvalue-eigenst
problem in terms of the~dimensionless! monomer Green
function

GM~E!5
g int

E2b21HM , ~3!

whereE is thep electron energy in unitsb.
Substituting the expansion of molecular orbitals~MO!

over atomic orbitals

C5(
n

(
r

cnr
unr& ~4!

into the Schro¨dinger equation with Hamiltonian~1! and us-
ing the method of Lifshits28 and Koster and Slater,29 one
easily arrives at the following equation for the MO coef
cients

cnr
5~12dn,1!c~n21!rar

Gr ,ra l

M ~E!

1~12dn,N!c~n11!ra l

Gr ,rar

M ~E!, ~5!

where without loss of generality the Hermitian matr
Gr ,r8

M (E)5^nruGM(E)unr8& is supposed to be real.
Note that passing fromHnr1

,nr2
8 cnr2

8 5Ecnr1
to ~5! is very

useful since the latter equation corresponds to the o
dimensional problem with nearest-neighbor interact
which is known to have the exact solution.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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The above set of equations is completely equivalen
the initial Schro¨dinger problem but special care should
taken, if ap electron wave function has nodes at all bindi
sites, i.e., at carbons ina position, cnra l

5cnrar

50. Obvi-

ously, such states are not affected by the resonance inte
tion between monomers. Therefore, beingN-fold degenerate
oligomer states, they are the subject to the solution of a m
more simple problem for an isolated monomer that has to
solved separately~see below!.

To meet the boundary condition for the free-end ch
model of oligomers

c0rar

5c~N11!ra l

50, ~6!

we set

cnrar

5A sin~jn!, cnra l

5B sin@j~N112n!#. ~7!

These expressions satisfy Eq.~5! with n51, r5ra l
and

n5N, r5rar
, if

sin~Nj!

sin@~N21!j#
5Gra l

,rar

M ~E!. ~8!

The rest of the equations of set~5! at r5ra l ,r
are also satis-

fied if additionally,

B/A5
sin j

sin@j~N21!#Grar
,rar

M ~E!

5

sin@j~N21!#Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!

sin j
. ~9!

Thus, the eigenvalue problem

Detub21Hnr1
,nr2

8 2d r1 ,r2
dn,n8Eu50 ~10!

is reduced to a set of two transcendent equations, nam
Eq. ~8! and

sin2j

sin2@j~N21!#
5Grar

,rar

M ~E!Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!, ~11!

which with account to~8! can be rewritten as
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5036 Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
cosj5
1

2Gra l
,rar

M ~E!
$12Gra l

,ra l

M ~E!Grar
,rar

M ~E!

1@Gra l
,rar

M ~E!#2%. ~12!

Note that the order of secular equation~10! can be re-
duced in a similar way by using the transfer matrix30 and
polynomial matrix31 methods.

In the case of the periodic boundary conditions Eq.~12!
remains valid but we do not need an additional equation~8!
for determining the quantum numberj which acquires its
usual meaning of the quasi-impulsej5ka5(2p/N) j , j
50,1,...,N21, wherea is the distance between monomers

Equations~5!, ~7!–~9!, and~12! give the full description
of one-electron properties of linear conjugated molecules
the typeM –M –••• –M . To find solutions to these equation
one needs to specify the monomer Green function. Howe
certain conclusions concerning thep electronic structure of
conjugated polymers can be made by using general pro
ties of GM(E).

A. Band spectrum

The Green function matrix elementsGra l
,ra l

M (E),

Grar
,rar

M (E), andGra l
,rar

M (E) which appeared in Eqs.~8! and

~12! can be represented as rational functions of the t
PN

M8
8 (E)/PNM

(E), whereP and P8 are polynomials of the

NMth and NM8 th and (NM8 ,NM) degree, respectively, an
NM is equal to or less than the number ofp electron levels of
the monomer.~The latter case is realized when some of t
monomerp electron states have nodes at alpha carbo!
Thus, at any value ofj, 0<j<p, and independently of the
oligomer length, Eq.~12! is nothing more than a polynomia
of the NMth degree which hasNM real solutionsEm(jm),
m51,2,...,NM , determiningp electron bands of the mol
ecule. For each band Eq.~8! with E replaced byEm(jm)
determinesN values ofj. An example of graphical solution
of Eq. ~12! is shown in Fig. 3.

One can see an obvious advantage of Eqs.~8! and~12! in
comparison with the initial eigenvalue problem~10!. This is
the reduction of the order of the secular equation to so
from N3NM to NM . Furthermore, the obtained form o
secular equation in terms of the monomer Green func
makes apparent some peculiar features of thep electronic
structure that fall into focus below.

B. Discrete levels and band joining

It will be shown below that not all solutions to Eq.~8!
are necessarily real. There also can be imaginary solut
with j5 id, j5p1 id8. As seen from Fig. 3, the energies
such states are outside thep electron bands, so that even
the infinite chain limit they correspond to discrete levels
the spectrum. The amplitudes of MO coefficients~7! with
imaginary value ofj decrease with the increase of distan
from the chain ends, i.e., thep electron tends to reside nea
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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the chain ends. The electron localization effect is more p
nounced in longer chains but it can also be quite substan
in oligomers of intermediate length.

It is worth emphasizing that these kinds of local sta
known in literature as Tamm/Shockley states32 are usually
associated with the end defects and have been extens
studied in end-substituted polyenes.33–38As it will be shown
later, the presence of discrete~local! levels in thep electron
spectrum of heterocyclic oligomers/polymers is very like
even without the perturbation of the chain ends.

Now consider the limitN→`. In this case, the loca
state spectrum of the polymer is determined by solutions
the equation

Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!Grar
,rar

M ~E!50, ~13!

which for j5 id and j5p1 id8 follow directly from Eqs.
~8! and ~12!.

Remarkably, zeros~not poles! of the monomer Green
function components give the physically sound quantiti
These are discrete level energies in the polymer spect
henceforth denoted asEloc

( i ) . The corresponding values ofd
andd8 can easily be found from Eq.~8!

d loc
~ i !5 lnuGra l

,rar

M ~Eloc
~ i ! !u,

if Etop~j50!,Eloc
~ i !,Ebottom~j50!,

d8 loc
~ i !5 lnuGra l

,rar

M ~Eloc
~ i ! !u,

if Etop~j5p!,Eloc
~ i !,Ebottom~j5p!, ~14!

where it is indicated which gap refers to the discrete lev
between the adjacent band edges which correspond toj50
or j5p.

FIG. 3. Graphic solution of Eq.~12! in the case of heterocyclic polymer
The monomer Green function matrix elements@defined in Eq.~24!# are
calculated with Hu¨ckel parameters suggested for furan~see Ref. 43!: eX

52.0, gX50.8, and the difference between double and sin
carbon—carbon bonds is assumed to correspondh50.1. Solid curves rep-
resent the right-hand side of~12! as a function of energy~in units ubu!. The
solutions correspond to intersections of horizontal lines within inter
$21,1% with solid lines within p band intervals between the band-edg
energies:~from left to right! E12

,E11
; E22

,EX2
; EX1

;E21
; E32

,E42
; and

E31
,E41

. The band-edge energiesEi 6
( i 51, 2, 3, 4)EX6

are indicated by
crosses; the analytical definition of these quantities is given in Sec III B
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5037Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
Thus, according to~13!, at energies of local states a
least one diagonal component of the monomer Green fu
tion, which refers to binding sites, is equal to zero, and

uGra l
,rar

M ~Eloc
~ i ! !u.1. ~15!

If for some of the solutions to Eq.~13!

uGra l
,rar

M ~E!u51 ~16!

@and thus, in the limitN→`, Eq. ~8! is satisfied atj50,p#
we have the case of joining bands, i.e., closing of the co
sponding gap. Such solutions have the meaning of band-e
energies.

Obviously, in the energy interval, which corresponds
any of forbidden zones, each of diagonal Green funct
componentsGra l

,ra l

M (E) and Grar
,rar

M (E) is equal to zero at

only one particular energy. Therefore, in polymers consist
of monomers such thatGra l

,ra l

M (E)5Grar
,rar

M (E), as is the

case of heterocyclic polymers, the gap closing occurs i
the indicated energy Eq.~16! is fulfilled. It also follows from
Eq. ~13! that the local states in this kind of conducting pol
mer must be doubly degenerate, that is they are coupled
netically with two bands.

C. Band degeneracy

For some monomers, including five-membered hete
cycles, the nondiagonal Green function compon
Gra l

,rar

M (E) can be equal to zero at certain values of ener

hereinafter denoted asEdeg
( i ) , which satisfy the equation

Gra l
,rar

M ~E!50. ~17!

As seen from Eq.~12!, these energies represent a spec
case that has to be considered separately. In particular
the right-hand side of~12! be finite at solutions to~17! the
following relation must hold

Gra l
,ra l

M ~Edeg
~ i ! !Grar

,rar

M ~Edeg
~ i ! !51. ~18!

Note that Eqs.~17! and~18! are equivalent to the condi
tion of the coincidence of top and bottom of one and
same band. This means that if both these equations hold
~12!, taken atj50 and j5p, is satisfied at one and th
same value of energy.

If the condition just mentioned is fulfilled, the wav
function amplitudes~5! referred to the binding sites are d
termined by

cnra l

5~12dn,1!c~n21!rar

Gra l
,ra l

M ~Edeg
~ i ! !,

~19!
cnrar

5~12dn,N!c~n11!ra l

Grar
,rar

M ~Edeg
~ i ! !.

All nontrivial solutions of the above set of equations supp
mented by Eq.~5! for rÞra l

,rar
can be represented as line

combinations ofp electron states confined within all po
sible pairs of adjacent monomers for which MO coefficie
related to binding sites are determined as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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cnrar

5const•dn,n8 ,
~20!

cnra l

5const•dn,~n811!Gra l
,ra l

M ~Edeg
~ i ! !,

wheren851,2,...,N21. Thus, zeros of the nondiagonal m
trix elementGra l

,rar

M (E) correspond to (N21)-fold degener-

ate bands in a polymer consisting of monomersM .
Up to this point, the particular structure of the heter

cycle ring has not been used. Therefore, all relations
tained above, as well as the conclusions made, are valid
arbitrary conjugated oligomer/polymer whose chemi
structure is covered by formulaM –M –••• –M . In Sec. III,
we specify the above results for heterocyclic oligomers a
polymers.

III. p ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF HETEROCYCLIC
OLIGOMERS

A. Green function of heterocycle

The monomer Green function is the basic quantity in
present formalism which has been shown to be closely in
related with the oligomer/polymerp electronic structure.
Therefore, we start our discussion of heterocyclic polym
with derivation of the Green function for five-membered h
erocycles.

At first, in order not to overload the model by param
eters, we ignore the contribution coming from the direct
teraction between alpha carbons within rings described
parameterg. ~The inclusion of this interaction is straightfor
ward and considered below.! Then, the solution of the
eigenvalue-eigenstate problem with the monomer Ham
tonianHM defined in Eq.~2! with g50 can be represente
as

DetuH r1 ,r2

M 2d r1 ,r2
Eu

[D5~E21Ee2h2e2h!@~E2eX!

3~E22Ee2h2e2h!22gX
2~E2e2h!#50, ~21!

the secular equation, andCM5( rc r
Mur & the molecular orbit-

als, where

c r
M5F2S 11

e2h

~E1e2h!2D G21/25
21, r5ra l

,

1, r5rar
,

2
eh

E1e2h , r5rb l
,

eh

E1e2h , r5rbr
,

0, r5rX ,

~22!

if E is a solution toE21Ee2h2e2h50; and
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c r
M5F2S 11

e2h

~E2e2h!2 1
2gX

2

~E2eX!2D G21/25
1, r5rar

, r5ra l
,

eh

E2e2h , r5rbr
, r5rb l

,

2gX

E2eX
, r5rX ,

~23!

if E is a solution to (E2eX)(E22Ee2h2e2h)22gX
2(E2e2h)50.

Thus, the monomer Green function takes the form

Gr1 ,r2

M ~E!5
g int

D

{
E~E2eX!@E222 cosh~2h!#2gX

2~E22e22h!, r15r25ra l ,r
,

E~E2eX!~E22e2h!2gX
2~2E22e2h! r15r25rb l ,r

,

E2@E222 cosh~2h!#2e2h~E22e2h!, r15r25rX ,
eh~E2eX!1gX

2~E22e22h!, r15ra l
, r25rar

,

E2~E2eX!2gX
2~e2h22Ee2h!, r15rb l

, r25rbr
,

eh@~E2eX!~E22e22h!2gX
2~E2e2h!#, r15ra l ~r !

, r25rb l ~r !
,

E~E2eX!1gX
2eh~E2e2h!, r15ra l ~r !

, r25rbr ~ l !
,

gX~E2e2h!~E21Ee2h2e2h!, r15rX , r25ra l ,r
,

gX@eh~E22e2h!1E#, r15rX , r25rb l ,r
.

~24!
ng
evels
eg-

ite
or
t of

tes,

/

in
ion

-
of
Introducing the numbering of the five-membered ri
levels such that

lim
gX→0

Ei
M5Ei

MugX50 , i 51, 2, 3, 4,X, ~25!

the explicit expressions of solutions to Eq.~21! can be rep-
resented as

E1,3
M 522Ap

3
cos

a6p

3
1

e2h1eX

3
,

lim
gX→0

E1,3
M 5E1,3

M U
gX50

5
e2h

2
6Ae22h

4
1e2h,

E2,4
M 5E2,4

M ugX5052
e2h

2
6Ae22h

4
1e2h,

EX
M52Ap

3
cos

a

3
1

e2h1eX

3
,

lim
gX→0

EX
M5EX

MU
gX50

5eX , ~26!

where we use the following abbreviation

cosa52
q

2AS p

3
D 3

, ~27!

and

p5 1
3@e22h1eX~eX2e2h!#1e2h12gX

2,

q5 1
3@e2h~2eX2e2h!22gX

2~eX22e2h!2 1
9~eX1e2h!

3~eX22e2h!~2eX2e2h!#. ~28!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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It is seen that two of five monomerp electron states do
not depend on the heteroatom parameters. These are l
which correspond to antisymmetric states of four-carbon s
ment C5C–C5C—the elementary cell ofcis-polyacetylene
chain.

Note also that at the particular value of heteroatom s
energyeX5e2h the order of the nominator and denominat
of the Green function matrix elements, which enter the se
secular equations~8! and ~12!, is reduced by unity. This is
just the case when in one of the monomer eigensta
namely, with the energyE5eX5e2h, thep electron density
at alpha carbons~binding sites! is equal to zero. In oligomer
polymer this level is not split into a band.

B. Band spectrum

Taking into account explicit expressions~24! of Green
function components Gra l

,ra l

M (E)5Grar
,rar

M (E) and

Gra l
,rar

M (E), and the relation

@Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!#22@Gra l
,rar

M ~E!#25
g int

2

D
~E2eX!~E22e22h!,

~29!

Eq. ~12! can be rewritten in the form

2g int@eh~E2eX!1gX
2~E22e22h!#cosj

5~E2eX!@~E22e2h!22E2e22h2g int
2 ~E22e22h!#

22gX
2~E2e2h!~E21Ee2h2e2h!. ~30!

As it was pointed out above, for the periodic cha
model the solutions to this equation determine the dispers
relationsEm@j5(2p/N) j # for five p electron bands of het
erocyclic chain oligomers/polymers. For the determination
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5039Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
the p electron spectrum of terminated chain consisting
heterocyclic rings Eq.~30! has to be supplemented by Eq.~8!
with Gra l

,rar

M (E) defined in~24!.

Under the assumption that the C–C bond alternation
parent carbon chain is not affected by heteroatoms,g int

5 exp(2 h), Eq. ~30! simplifies and takes the form

2@~E2eX!1gX
2e2h~E22e22h!#cosj

5~E2eX!$@E222 cosh~2h!#222%22gX
2~E2e2h!

3~E21Ee2h2e2h!. ~31!
to

n

ch

n
or

lo

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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f

f

Note that unlike the monomer levels, the oligome
polymer bands cannot be divided on those affected by
eroatoms and those which are not, including the case
N-fold degenerateX band, i.e., wheneX5exp(2h) and the
order of equations~30!, ~31! is reduced by unity.

In the case of zeroX–C interaction,gX50, apart of a
trivial solution which corresponds to isolated levels ofX
atoms,E5eX , Eq. ~30! describes fourp electron bands of
the nonperturbed carbon chain ofcis-polyene/polyacetylene
with arbitrary interaction between monomers. The solutio
to this equation are
E2~j!ugX505Ue2h1
e22h1g int

2

2
6

1

2
A~g int

2 2e22h!214~11g int
2 e2h12g inte

h cosj!U. ~32!
ions
ch

to
e

ng
g in
tter

se
By setting in Eq.~32! the intermonomer interaction equal
g int5exp(2h), one arrives at

E~j!ugX5056A2S cosh~2h!6cos
j

2D , ~33!

which is immediately recognized as the handbook polye
polyacetylene spectrum in the Hu¨ckel approximation.

1. Band-edge energies

A remarkable property of Eq.~30! is that, unlike the case
of arbitrary values ofj, the energies of band edges, whi
are approached by the band-edge states asN→` and where
j50 or p, can be divided on those which are affected a
not affected by theX–C resonance interaction. Indeed, f
j50 we have from~12!

Gra l
,rar

M ~E!6Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!51, ~34!

and similarly, forj5p

Gra l
,rar

M ~E!6Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!521. ~35!

Thus, the band-edge energies are determined by the fol
ing set of equations:

E21~e2h2g int!E2g int e2h2e2h50,

E21~41!52
e2h2g int

2

1~2 !A~e2h1g int!
2

4
1e2h ~j5p! , ~36!

E21~e2h1g int!E1g int e2h2e2h50,
e/

d

w-

E22~42!52
e2h1g int

2

1~2 !A~e2h2g int!
2

4
1e2h ~j50! , ~37!

~E2eX!@E22~e2h1g int!E1g int e2h2e2h#

22gX
2~E2e2h!50 ~j50!, ~38!

~E2eX!@E22~e2h2g int!E2g int e2h2e2h#

22gX
2~E2e2h!50 ~j5p!, ~39!

where the integer of the subscript in the accepted notat
refers to the corresponding monomer level to whi
the given solution is connected genetically~i.e.,
limg int→0Ei 6→Ei

M), whereas the sign in subscript refers
the upper~1! and lower~2! edge of the band in the sam
limit.

To avoid confusion, it is worth stressing that numberi
in notations of the band-edge energies may have nothin
common with their sequence in the energy scale. The la
depends on the heteroatom parameters and also ong int and
thus, it cannot be reflected in notations without fixing the
parameters.

In the particular case of degenerateX band, eX

5exp(2h), solutions of Eqs.~38! and ~39! take an espe-
cially simple form

E11~31!5
e2h1g int

2

1~2 !A~e2h2g int!
2

4
1e2h12gX

2,

EX1
5eX5e2h,
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5040 Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
E12~32!5
e2h2g int

2

1~2 !A~e2h1g int!
2

4
1e2h12gX

2,

EX2
5eX5e2h ~40!

making apparent the dependence of the band structure o
characteristic parameters.

2. Edge states

Now consider MO coefficients atX atoms which accord-
ing to the results of Sec. II can be represented as

cnrX
5const•

Gra l
,rX

M ~E!

Gra l
,ra l

M ~E!
$sin~nj!1@Gra l

,ra l

M ~E!

2Gra l
,rar

M ~E!#sin@~n21!j#%. ~41!

At the band-edge energies determined by Eqs.~36! and
~37! the difference between the diagonal and nondiago
Green function components, which appeared in~41!, is equal
to 1 and21, respectively. Consequently, at these energ
cnrX

50. This means that the corresponding frontier orbit

have no contribution from heteroatoms. It is also seen
these states are antisymmetric:cnra l

1cnrar

5cnrb l

1cnrbr

50.
The main conclusion that follows from the above equ

tions is that in heterocyclic polymers there are always f
band-edgep electron states which do not depend on para
eters of heteroatoms.

C. Local state spectrum

In the case of heterocyclic polymers, Eq.~13!, which
determines the spectrum of local states, can be written
follows

E~E2eX!@E222 cosh~2h!#2gX
2~E22e22h!50. ~42!

~To recall, all local states are doubly degenerate.! If neither
of the monomer eigenstates has poles at binding sites,
eXÞexp(2h), Eq. ~42! has four real solutions which corre
spond to zeros ofGra l

,ra l

M (E) in the energy intervals betwee

monomer levels.
As it was shown above, the solutions to Eq.~42! corre-

spond to discrete levels of the system, if inequality~15! is
satisfied, and they determine the energies of band joinin
Eq. ~16! is obeyed. In other words, Eqs.~15! and ~16! give
relations between parameters of the system the fulfillmen
which is necessary for the appearance of local states and
band gap closing in the polymer spectrum. With accoun
explicit expressionGra l

,rar

M (E), these relations take the form

g int.UEloc
~ i !2

e2h

Eloc
~ i !1e2hU, ~43!

and
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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g int5UEloc
~ i !2

e2h

Eloc
~ i !1e2hU, ~44!

respectively.
Since the right-hand side of~44! does not depend on

g int , it is an inherent property of the monomer which dete
mines the particular value of intermonomer interaction
which the i th gap closes at energyEloc

( i ) and gives rise to
discrete state at this same energy.

The analytical solution to Eq.~42! has a simple form
only for the unperturbed parent carbon chain,gX50, in
which case~we are not interested in solutionE5eX that has
a trivial meaning!

Eloc
~1,3!ugX5056A2 cosh~2h! and Eloc

~2!ugX5050, ~45!

and instead of~43! and ~44! we get

g int>exp~2h![g int
~1! and g int>exp~3h![g int

~2! . ~46!

Note that ifeX5exp(2h), Eq. ~42! has a solution which
corresponds to the energy of degenerate bandEX6

5e2h ~see
above!. This means that thep electron spectrum of such
system can contain no more than three doubly degene
local levels. The energies of these levels are

Eloc
~1!52A2 cosh 2h1gX

2

3
cos

a

3
,

~47!

Eloc
~2,3!522A2 cosh 2h1gX

2

3
cosS a

3
6

p

3 D ,

where

cosa5
3)gX

2e2h

2A@2 cosh~2h!1gX
2 #3

. ~48!

It is also of interest that the particular value ofEX6
just

indicated above coincides withg int
(1), which apart of the

meaning specified in Eq.~46!, represents the asymptom
value of E21

edgeugX505E22

edge
gX50 in the limit g int→`. Other

implications of Eqs.~42!–~44! will be the focus of a forth-
coming discussion.

D. Degenerate bands

With regard to the explicit expression ofGra l
,rar

M (E)

given in ~24!, Eq. ~17! predicts the possibility of the exis
tence of degenerate bands in thep electron spectrum of con
jugated polymers consisting of heterocyclic rings at two d
ferent energies

Edeg
1,252

eh

2gX
2 @16A114gX

2e2h~eX1gX
2e23h!#, ~49!

if for these energies Eq.~18! is fulfilled. The substitution of
~49! into ~18! gives
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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g int5
eh

2gX
2 U16A114gX

2e2h~eX1gX
2e23h!

2
4gX

4

16A114gX
2e2h~eX1gX

2e23h!22gX
2e22hU .

~50!

It can be verified that the same equation follows from E
~44! with Eloc

( i ) replaced byEdeg
1,2 , that is the latter relation

holds in both cases of band joining and band degenerac
Equation ~50! represents the necessary and suffici

conditions of the existence of two degenerate bands. In
particular caseeX5exp(2h), they take the form

g int5ueh~gX
22gX

22!2e2hu ~51!

for sign 1 and

g int5Ue2h2
e3h

2 U ~52!

for sign 2 in Eq. ~50!.

E. Effects of interring alpha–carbon direct interaction

As is mentioned in the Introduction, the contribution in
the fundamental band gap of heterocyclic polymers com
from the direct interaction between alpha carbons wit
rings can be quite appreciable, up to 20% of the total g
value.16 Therefore, it is of importance to trace the role of th
interaction in the formation ofp electron spectrum. The
principal results connected with taking into account the
rametergin the monomer Hamiltonian~2! are as follows.

The effect on the band-edge energies can be describe
an effective renormalization of intermonomer interacti
g int→g int

eff with g int
eff5gint2g for energies determined by Eq

~36!, ~39!, andg int
eff5gint1g for energies determined by Eq

~37! and ~38!. This means, in particular, that for a give
value of g int the additional interaction described byg en-
larges the fundamental band gap.

The additional interring resonance interaction leads a
to changes of intermonomer interaction at which the g
closing occurs, but there are no effect on energiesEloc

( i ) , i.e.,
Eq. ~42! remains unchanged.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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By contrast, Eq.~49! has to be replaced by a third orde
equation which determines the energies of degenerate ba
Consequently, in the presence of the additional interact
there are three possible values ofg int at which one ofp
electron bands can be degenerate.

F. Molecular orbitals

To obtain explicit expressions of molecular orbitals
functions ofj for a conjugated chain of five-membered he
erocyclic rings, it is more convenient to use not the gene
form of the monomer Green function defined in Eq.~24!, but
its equivalent representation valid at the eigenvalues of
given oligomer/polymer only, i.e., at the solutionsEm(jm) to
the set of equations~8! and ~30!.

For Gra l
,ra l

M (E) andGra l
,rar

M (E) such expressions are a

ready defined in Eqs.~8! and ~11!. The rest of the matrix
elements which appeared in~5! can be found by using the
nearest-neighbor relations between the monomer Green f
tion components

EGr1 ,r2

M ~E!5d r1 ,r2
1b21(

r8
H r1 ,r8

M Gr8,r2

M
~E!, ~53!

whereH r1 ,r2

M is defined in Eq.~2!. This gives~g50, NÞ1!

Gra l
,rb l

M @Em~jm!#5
1

Em
2 ~jm!2e22h

3
sin~Njm!6ehEm~jm!sin jm

sin@~N21!jm#
,

Gra l
,rbr

M @Em~jm!#5
1

Em
2 ~jm!2e22h

3
ehEm~jm!sin~Njm!6sin jm

sin@~N21!jm#
,

Gra l
,rX

M @Em~jm!#5
gX

Em~jm!2eX

sin~Njm!6sin jm

sin@~N21!jm#
. ~54!

Combining Eqs.~5!, ~7!–~9!, ~11!, and~54!, after tedious
but straightforward algebra one gets
cnr
5const3

{
sin~njm!, r5rar

,

6sin@~N2n11!jm#, r5ra l

1

Em
2 ~jm!2e22h $ehEm~jm!sin~njm!6sin@~N2n11!jm#%, r5rbr

,

1

Em
2 ~jm!2e22h $sin~njm!6ehEm~jm!sin@~N2n11!jm#%, r5rbe

,

gX

Em~jm!2eX
$sin~njm!6sin@~N2n11!jm#%, r5rX.

~55!
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Substituting the above equations in the normalizat
condition

(
n51

N

~ ucnra l

u21ucnrar

u21ucnrb l

u21ucnrbr

u21ucnrX
u2!51,

~56!

we obtain

const225S N2
sin~Njm!cos@~N11!jm#

sin jm
D

3S 11
gX

2

@Em~jm!2eX#2 1
11e2hEm

2 ~jm!

@Em
2 ~jm!2e22h#2D

6S sin~Njm!

sin jm
2N cos@~N11!jm# D

3S gX
2

@Em~jm!2eX#2 1
2ehEm~jm!

@Em
2 ~jm!2e22h#2D . ~57!

It is interesting to note that Eqs.~55! and ~57! are also
valid for N51, so that in the latter case, these equatio
represent the monomer orbitals. It is seen that for the lo
sign in ~57!, where N51, which corresponds to energie
E2,4

M ,

const2252 sin2 jmS 11
e2h

~E2,4
M 1e2h!2D , ~58!

that is these states have no contribution fromX–C interac-
tion in contrast to the states which correspond to ener
E1,3,X

M @upper sign in~57!#

const2252 sin2 jmS 11
e2h

~E1,3,X
M 2e2h!2

1
2gX

2

~E1,3,X
M 2eX!2D . ~59!

The closed expressions of molecular orbitals for hete
cyclic oligomers of arbitrary length, which are presented
Eqs.~55! and ~57!, can have a number of applications.

IV. MODEL NUMERICAL RESULTS AND THEIR
DISCUSSION

Ideally, parameters of model Hamiltonian~1! eX , gX , h,
g, g int , andb should be determined from experimental da
for not too short oligomers of different lengths. An approp
ate observable for this purpose is, for instance, the freque
of the lowest dipolep→p* transition which is directly re-
lated to HOMO-LUMO gapDH,L .

An excellent example of using spectroscopic data for
determination of Hu¨ckel parameters of polyenes and e
substituted polyenes is given by Kohler.39 He obtained val-
ues ofh andb that quantitatively reproduces all of the 11Bu

state 0-0 energies of polyenes with 3-to-7 double bonds
of a number of dialkyl- and diphenylpolyenes that have be
measured in spectroscopic experiments.

The same strategy has been applied to find parametees

andgs by measuring the 11Bu transition frequency in dithie-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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nylpolyenes of different lengths under the assumption t
quantitiesh and b, which have been found for the polyen
bridge, are not changed in thiophene rings.40 To our knowl-
edge, this is the only consistent attempt to obtain ‘‘expe
mental’’ values ofes , gs , h, andb from spectroscopic mea
surements, and we use these data below.

However, the determination of basic parameters of po
thiophene~PTh! in the way just outlined does not fit per
fectly to the system in focus since one can expect that
alternation parameter intrans-polyenes~studied in Refs. 39
and 40! is not the same as incis-conformation. It is also
doubtful that parameterses and gs , which characterize
thiophene rings acting as substitutors, coincide exactly w
those of polythiophene. Nevertheless, it will be demonstra
that the use of these parameters gives a reasonable est
of the fundamental gap.

There are different sets of parameters suggested in lit
ture for one and the same heteroatom, in particular, sul
Apart from a scheme based on the carbon matrix elemen41

giving es50.5 andgs50.7 ~both parameters are nearly twic
larger than those found by Birnbaumet al.,40 es50.25 and
gs50.38!, Van-Catledge42 suggests a very close value o
gs50.69 but more than twice as large as the value ofes

51.11. Such a spread in parameters makes a compariso
the theory with experimental results quite ambiguous. On
other hand, using different values of heteroatom parame
gives a deeper insight into the regularities ofp electronic
structure of heterocyclic polymers—the main goal of th
presentation. Therefore, calculations of the gross spect
structure of PTh, i.e., ofp bandwidths, gaps, in-gap levels
and their relative position, are performed for all sets of sul
parameters indicated above. Two additional sets of par
eters are used to model polypyrrole~PPy! spectrum—one
with ‘‘standard’’ Hückel parameters for NH,42 eNH51.5 and
gNH50.8, and another suggested by Lee and Kertes10

eNH51.37,gNH51.27. And finally following Streitwieser,43

we assume for polyfuran~PFu! thate052.0,g050.8. Just as
in the preceding analytical analysis, in all calculations p
sented below the direct resonance interaction between a
carbons within rings~parameterg! is disregarded.

To reduce the number of unknowns, all energies
scaled toubu. This implies that quantitiesEi 6

, EX6
, Ei

M , and

EX
M @determined by Eqs.~36!–~39! and represented in Figs

4–6 by solid curves# are taken with negative sign. To ex
clude the necessity of choice ofg int , the gross spectrum
structure is calculated as a function of intermonomer int
action. This dependence has to be understood since in
polymers the value ofg int is influenced by solvent, polyme
morphology, and other factors. The presentation of the
velopment of polymer spectrum from monomer levels is a
helpful from the methodological point of view making vis
ible the role of intermonomer interaction in the manifestati
of heteroatom effects.

It seems reasonable to fix parameteruhu at value 0.1
which corresponds to the difference between single
double C–C bonds'0.1 Å. In order to illustrate the depen
dence ofp electronic structure on the character of backbo
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5043Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
FIG. 4. Gross structure ofp electron spectrum of polythiophene as a func
tion of intermonomer resonance interactiong int calculated for two values of
alternation parameter,h50.1 ~up! and 20.1 ~down!, which correspond,
respectively, to aromatic and quinoid geometry of carbon backbone~see Fig.
2!. Parameters of sulfur are given in Ref. 41. Solid lines start from poin
Ei 6

M , i 51, 2, 3, 4, andEX6

M on the E axis, which represent energies o
monomer levels defined in Eqs.~26!–~28!. These lines, which divide the
energy interval into allowed~shadowed arrears! and forbidden~blank ar-
rears! zones, correspond to analytical dependencesEi 6

(g int), i 51, 2, 3, 4,
andEX6

(g int) determined by Eqs.~36!–~39!. Dashed lines indicate the po-
sition of discrete in-gap levels determined by Eqs.~42! and~44!; energies of
degenerate bands determined by Eqs.~49! and~50! are indicated by arrows.
Energy unit is ubu, energy reference point—electron site energy
(5Coulomb integral) of carbon.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,

Downloaded 23 Oct 2005 to 130.236.162.183. Redistribution subject to A
geometry, both signs of alternation parameter are used w
all sets of heteroatom parameters. The equilibrium geome
of heterocyclic polymers is known to be aromatic (h.0).
The spectra, which correspond to a fixed aromatic conform
tion of monomers, are shown in the upper parts of Figs. 4
However, charging and excitation of conducting polyme
lead to the increase of the quinoid character of carbon sk
eton (h,0). Therefore, the knowledge ofp electron spec-
trum in the case of the quinoid geometry of backbone~lower

s

FIG. 5. Same dependences~same values ofh and same notations! as in Fig.
4 calculated with the use of sulfur parameters given in Ref. 40.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5044 Onipko, Klymenko, and Malysheva: Electronic structure of heterocyclic polymers
parts of Figs. 4–6! can be helpful for an estimate of effects
which have to be expected under polymer charging and e
citation.

A. Polythiophene modeling

Figures 4–6~see also Tables I and II! represent thep
electron spectrum of PTh for fixed values ofh50.1, 20.1,
and three different sets of sulfur parameters:eX50.5, gX

FIG. 6. Same dependences~same values ofh and same notations! as in Fig.
4 calculated with the use of sulfur parameters given in Ref. 42.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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5 0.7 ~model I!,41 eX50.25,gX50.38 ~model II!,40 andeX

5 1.11,gX50.69~model III!,42 respectively. We will refer to
data calculated with the use of the full set of system para
eters given by Birnbaumet al.:40 eX50.25, gX50.38, h
50.1333,—as model II* ~the latter is the only model, wher
to obtain the characteristic energies in eV, we setubu
5 3.757 eV!.39,40 The ionization potential, electron affinity
bandwidths, band gaps, and positions of discrete in-gap
els calculated forg int5exp(2h) andg int51 are summarized
in Table I for aromatic geometry and Table II for quino
geometry. The former of two indicated values ofg int corre-
spond to the ideal sequence of double and single C–C bo
in the carbon backbone. Note that all values in eV given
Tables I and II in parentheses, except for those marked b
asterisk, were obtained under the assumption thatubu
52.75 eV—a value which is widely used in estimates
energetics of conjugated polymers.

The existence of well definedp bands at small values o
intermonomer interaction and their touching at larger valu
of g int were predicted in the above analytical analysis.
unusual behavior of the band connected with monomer le
EX

M is also implied in the dependence of band-edge ener
on g int obtained in Sec. III. It is seen that at certain values
g int @which satisfy Eq.~44!# theX band, which has the small
est bandwidth, touches the nearest C band. At this poi
discrete in-gap state appears~because of very small gap be
tween HOMO and HOMO-1 bandsDH,H21 , a discrete level
between upper valence bands is well seen only in Fig.!.
With the further increase ofg int the X bandwidth decrease
to zero. In Figs. 4–6 the position of (N21)-fold degenerate
bands is indicated by arrows. Note that model II and~and
II* ! predicts the existence of the degenerate band at
value ofg int , which is not very far from a realistic one~see
Fig. 5!.

In the case of aromatic geometry all models of PTh us
here predict comparatively close dimensionless values
fundamental band gapDH,L . For example, at g int

5exp(2h) the largest value ofDH,L is 0.887, and the small
est one is 0.632. As seen from Table I, with the energy sc
used both these values give quite reasonable estimate
DH,L in eV. The excellent fit to the experimental valu
DH,L52 eV is provided by model III.44

The diversity of predictions of models I–III with respe
to bandwidths inp electron spectrum of PTh is much large
In this sense, the comparison with experimental data
bandwidths would be more helpful for making the rig
choice of model parameters. Unfortunately, relevant exp
mental data are not available to us.

In agreement withab initio calculations,8 all three mod-
els predict that the conduction bandwidth is larger than
valence bandwidth. However, as is seen from Figs. 4–6
Table I, models I and III predicts HO (DEH) and LU (DEL)
bands to be of comparable widths, whereas model II~and
II* ! implies a large electron-hole asymmetry: The LU ba
is by nearly one order wider than the HO band.

It was shown earlier2,7,9,10 that the increase of quinoid
character in the backbone geometry leads to the decrea
fundamental band gap. The dependence of this effect on
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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TABLE I. Main characteristics ofp electron spectrum of polythiophene~PTh!, polypyrrole ~PPy!, and poly-
furan ~PFu!. These are ionization potential and electron affinity which are counted from the electron o
energy at carbon atoms; bandwidths, from up to down:DEH22 , DEH21 , DEH , DEL , DEL11 ~DEH and
DEL—the widths of the upper valence and lower conduction bands, are underlined!; band gaps, from up to
down: DH22,H21 , DH21,H , DH,L , DL,L11 ~DH,L—fundamental band gap is underlined!; and in-gap discrete
levels ~counted from the electron on-site energy at carbons!. Values of model parameters are indicated in t
left hand side column; except data for PTh marked by asterisks, the alternation parameterh was set equal to 0.1
and the energy unit isubu52.75 eV.

Polymer
model
(eX ,gX)

Ionization
potential
~HOMO!

Electron
affinity

~LUMO! Bandwidths
Band
gaps

Local
state

energies

in units ubu (32.75 eV)

PTh
~I: 0.5, 0.7!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 0.645~1.772! 0.752~2.069! 0.105~0.288! 20.670 (21.842)

0.820~2.256! 0.035~0.095! 1.509 ~4.149!
0.498 (1.369) 0.799 (2.195)
0.767 (2.109) 0.446~1.228!
0.201~0.552!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 0.687~1.891! 0.679~1.867! 0.206~0.566! 20.670 (21.842)
0.744~2.046! 0.031~0.086! 1.509 ~4.149!
0.453 (1.245) 0.887 (2.442)
0.741 (2.037) 0.359~0.987!
0.223~0.613!

PTh
~II: 0.25, 0.38!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 0.392~1.078! 0.634~1.745! 0.051~0.139! 21.466 (24.030)

1.050~2.888! 0.073~0.200! 20.384 (21.055)
0.179 (0.493) 0.546 (1.501) 1.455~4.000!
1.019 (2.804) 0.223~0.613!
0.424~1.167!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 0.432~1.188! 0.617~1.696! 0.046~0.127! 20.384 (21.055)
1.028~2.826! 0.065~0.179! 1.455 ~4.000!
0.135 (0.371) 0.632 (1.739)
0.996 (2.740) 0.132~0.362!
0.450~1.238!

PTh
~II * : 0.25, 0.38!*
g int51.0 20.207 (20.777) 0.428~1.607! 0.623~2.342! 0.078~0.294! 21.478 (25.553)

1.073~4.031! 0.061~0.231! 20.375 (21.408)
0.121 (0.455) 0.635 (2.384) 1.467~5.510!
0.988 (3.711) 0.249~0.936!
0.417~1.567!

g int50.875 20.267 (21.005) 0.482~1.809! 0.610~2.294! 0.049~0.183! 20.375 (21.408)
1.056~3.967! 0.053~0.200! 1.467 ~5.510!
0.063 (0.236) 0.749 (2.814)
0.958 (3.598) 0.129~0.485!
0.449~1.689!

PTh
~III: 1.11, 0.69!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 0.480~1.321! 0.687~1.890! 0.281~0.774! 21.013 (22.87)

0.486~1.338! 0.010~0.026! 1.487 ~4.090!
0.857 (2.356) 0.634 (1.744)
0.931 (2.560) 0.372~1.023!
0.275~0.757!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 0.528~1.447! 0.620~1.704! 0.381~1.046! 21.013 (22.787)
0.409~1.124! 0.009~0.024! 1.487 ~4.090!
0.811 (2.229) 0.729 (2.004)
0.900 (2.475) 0.281~0.774!
0.300~0.826!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No. 13, 1 October 1997
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Polymer
model

(eX ,gX)

Ionization
potential
~HOMO!

Electron
affinity

~LUMO! Bandwidths
Band
gaps

Local
state

energies

in units ubu (32.75 eV)

PPy
~I: 1.5, 0.8!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 0.505~1.388! 0.611~1.679! 0.604~1.661! 21.139 (23.131)

0.318~0.874! 0.064~0.175! 1.498 ~4.119!
0.971 (2.672) 0.659 (1.811)
0.906 (2.493) 0.419~1.153!
0.228~0.627!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 0.555~1.526! 0.550~1.513! 0.700~1.926! 21.139 (23.131)
0.243~0.668! 0.058~0.158! 1.498 ~4.119!
0.928 (2.551) 0.755 (2.077)
0.873 (2.402) 0.328~0.903!
0.253~0.696!

PPy
~II: 1.37, 1.27!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 1.001~2.753! 0.713~1.961! 1.024~2.816! 21.020 (22.805)

0.474~1.304! 0.017~0.048! 1.626 ~4.472!
0.861 (2.368) 1.155 (3.176)
0.410 (1.128) 0.647~1.780!
0.212~0.583!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 1.052~2.892! 0.644~1.772! 1.127~3.100! 21.020 (22.805)
0.397~1.092! 0.016~0.043! 1.626 ~4.472!
0.815 (2.242) 1.252 (3.443)
0.377 (1.036) 0.582~1.600!
0.191~0.526!

PFu
~2.0, 0.8!
g int51.0 20.154 (20.423) 0.436~1.199! 0.473~1.302! 0.968~2.662! 21.243 (23.419)

0.113~0.312! 0.172~0.473! 1.487~4.090!
1.067 (2.935) 0.590 (1.622)
0.975 (2.682) 0.379~1.043!
0.268~0.737!

g int50.905 20.200 (20.551) 0.488~1.340! 0.425~1.170! 1.060~2.915! 21.243 (23.419)
0.045~0.124! 0.156~0.429! 1.487~4.090!
1.027 (2.824) 0.688 (1.891)
0.941 (2.588) 0.287~0.790!
0.295~0.810!

*These data are calculated with parameters given by Birnbaum, Kohler, and Spangler~Ref. 33!: eX50.25,
gX50.38,h50.133, andubu530305 cm2153.757 eV.
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eroatom parameters is well illustrated by the given and fo
coming examples. One can see that a quantitative estima
geometry effects on the band gap, as well as on other c
acteristics ofp electron spectrum, are crucially dependent
the precise position of heteroatom level and the strength
its resonance interaction with alpha carbons. For exam
model I predicts that passing from aromatic to quinoid g
ometry results in a comparatively moderate decrease ofDH,L

which is not very sensitive to the choice ofg int . By contrast,
models II and III give up to more than by an order decre
of this quantity and predict a strong dependence of the ef
on the intermonomer interaction. The reasons for this diff
ence in predictions can be seen from the structure ofp elec-
tron spectra displayed in Figs. 4–6.

The effect produced by changing geometry on the wi
of p bands also reveals a significant dependence on hete
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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tom parameters. For instance, models I and III predict
overall moderate increase ofDEH andDEL ~larger forDEH ,
than for DEL , that is with tendency to the equalization
widths of electron and hole bands!, whereas accordingly to
model II, the increase of the HO bandwidth must be anom
lously large and very sensitive to the effective value of
termonomer resonance interaction.

As it is implied by the model Hamiltonian and equilib
rium geometry, ionization potential~top of HO band! does
not depend on heteroatom parameters. For this reason
corresponding data presented in Tables I and II are iden
for all heterocyclic polymers. This suggests therefore, tha
the framework of the given model, the experimentally o
served difference in ionization potentials of PTh, PPy, a
PFu has to be associated with distinctions in carbon ba
bones of these polymers. It is also worth mentioning t
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TABLE II. Same data as in Table I calculated with the same parameters but under the assumption
quinoid geometry of carbon backbone, i.e.,h is replaced by2h.

Polymer
model

(eX ,gX)

Ionization
potential
~HOMO!

Electron
affinity

~LUMO! Bandwidths
Band
gaps

Local
state

energies

in units ubu (32.75 eV)

PTh
~I: 0.5, 0.7!
g int51.0 0.146~0.402! 0.497 ~1.363! 0.673~1.852! 0.254~0.699! 20.774 (22.128)

0.498~1.368! 0.094~0.257! 1.484 ~4.082!
0.890 (2.449) 0.349 (0.961)
0.945 (2.599) 0.288~0.792!
0.239~0.633!

g int51.105 0.200~0.551! 0.451 ~1.241! 0.748~2.058! 0.142~0.391! 20.774 (22.128)
0.586~1.610! 0.103~0.283! 1.484 ~4.082!
0.940 (2.585) 0.251 (0.690)
0.977 (2.687) 0.382~1.050!
0.200~0.551!

PTh
~II: 0.25, 0.38!
g int51.0 0.146~0.402! 0.224 ~0.617! 0.567~1.560! 0.136~0.374! 20.435 (21.196)

0.794~2.185! 0.174~0.479! 1.446 ~3.977!
0.513 (1.410) 0.078 (0.215)
1.216 (3.344) 0.042~0.116!
0.476~1.309!

g int51.105 0.188~0.516! 0.201 ~0.551! 0.634~1.744! 0.029~0.080! 20.435 (21.196)
0.872~2.398! 0.194~0.533! 0.193 ~0.530!
0.550 (1.513) 0.013 (0.035) 1.446~3.977!
1.228 (3.377) 0.142~0.389!
0.440~1.210!

PTh
~II * : 0.25, 0.38!*
g int51.0 0.193~0.726! 0.204 ~768! 0.545~2.046! 0.171~0.643! 20.443 (21.664)

0.743~2.791! 0.197~0.740! 1.456 ~5.469!
0.565 (2.124) 0.011 (0.042)
1.250 (4.697) 0.008~0.030!
0.487~1.829!

g int51.143 0.157~0.589! 0.268 ~1.004! 0.634~2.381! 0.026~0.099! 20.443 (21.664)
0.847~3.181! 0.227~0.852! 0.200 ~0.751!
0.523 (1.963) 0.111 (0.415) 1.456~5.469!
1.172 (4.403) 0.142~0.534!
0.436~1.639!

PTh
~III: 1.11, 0.69!
g int51.0 0.146~0.402! 0.278 ~0.764! 0.634~1.744! 0.416~1.144! 21.107 (23.045)

0.228~0.627! 0.000~0.000! 1.469~4.040!
1.254 (3.447) 0.132 (0.362)
1.163 (3.197) 0.203~0.558!
0.315~0.867!

g int51.105 0.200~0.551! 0.224 ~0.617! 0.705~1.939! 0.304~0.835! 21.107 (23.045)
0.321~0.883! 0.72•1025 (0.20•1024) 1.469 ~4.040!
1.308 (3.596) 0.024 (0.066)
1.204 (3.311) 0.301~0.828!
0.281~0.772!

PPy
~I: 1.5, 0.8!
g int51.0 0.146~0.402! 0.296 ~0.815! 0.573~1.575! 0.739~2.031! 21.226 (23.372)

0.081~0.222! 0.030~0.084! 1.476 ~4.060!
1.371 (3.769) 0.150 (0.413)
1.144 (3.146) 0.253~0.695!
0.266~0.730!

g int51.105 0.200~0.551! 0.239 ~0.659! 0.637~1.752! 0.628~1.727! 21.226 (23.372)
0.172~0.472! 0.034~0.092! 1.476 ~4.060!
1.423 (3.914) 0.039 (0.108)
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No. 13, 1 October 1997
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TABLE II. ~Continued.!

Polymer
model

(eX ,gX)

Ionization
potential
~HOMO!

Electron
affinity

~LUMO! Bandwidths
Band
gaps

Local
state

energies

in units ubu (32.75 eV)

1.189 (3.269) 0.351~0.965!
0.231~0.634!

PPy
~II: 1.37, 1.27!
g int51.0 0.146~0.402! 0.861 ~2.370! 0.693~1.906! 1.150~3.162! 21.154 (23.173)

0.177~0.487! 0.005~0.014! 1.574 ~4.328!
1.299 (3.574) 0.715 (1.968)
0.579 (1.592) 0.518~1.425!
0.204~0.562!

g int51.105 0.200~0.551! 0.805 ~2.216! 0.768~2.112! 1.031~2.836! 21.154 (23.173)
0.270~0.742! 0.006~0.016! 1.574 ~4.328!
1.353 (3.722) 0.605 (1.665)
0.623 (1.712) 0.582~1.600!
0.233~0.640!

PFu
~2.0, 0.8!
g int51.0 0.146~0.042! 0.205 ~0.564! 0.442~1.215! 1.032~2.839! 21.304 (23.587)

0.083~0.227! 0.032~0.089! 1.469 ~4.040!
1.449 (3.985) 0.059 (0.162)
1.235 (3.397) 0.208~0.571!
0.311~0.855!

g int51.105 0.146~0.402! 0.201 ~0.552! 0.493~1.355! 1.009~2.774! 21.304 (23.587)
0.002~0.006! 0.127~0.350! 0.174 ~0.480!
1.445 (3.973) 0.055 (0.150) 1.469~4.040!
1.228 (3.377) 0.308~0.846!
0.274~0.754!
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using electronegativity of carbons (56.26 eV)45 as the en-
ergy reference point and value20.551 eV for ionization po-
tential~IP! from Table I one obtains IP56.81 eV, which is in
a very good agreement with the ‘‘experimental’’ estimate
this quantity for PTh given in Ref. 13.

B. Polypyrrole modeling

Two sets of parameterseX51.5, gX50.8;43 and eX

51.37, gX51.27 ~Ref. 10! ~with h560.1! hereinafter re-
ferred as models I and II of PPy, respectively, have b
used to mimic thep electron spectrum of this polymer. Th
best fit to experimentally observed valueDH,L53.2 eV~Ref.
46! gives model II, see Table I. The latter model also p
dicts a substantially lower electron affinity of PPy, than th
of PTh in agreement with experimental results.

Models I and II diverge in their predictions concernin
electronic structure of PPy quite significantly. In particul
model I gives nearly equal values ofDEH andDEL , whereas
model II implies a two times larger value of the valen
bandwidth. It is interesting to note that models II, II* of PTh
predict the reversed electron-hole asymmetry. Also, mod
predicts a very strong reduction ofDH,L with the increase of
the quinoid character of carbon backbone, while accordin
to model II, this effect has to be much weaker. By compar
these and other predictions with a sufficient wealth of exp
mental data it seems possible to make the right choice
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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basic parameters of PPy and thus, to get into microsco
origins of p electronic structure of PPy and similar poly
mers.

C. Polyfuran modeling

The use of model I with ‘‘standard’’ Hu¨ckel parameters,
represented by spectra of PTh and PPy is continued by
culations of the gross structure of PFup electron spectrum,
see Tables I and II. As it was indicated above model I do
not provide coincidence of theory predictions with know
experimental results for PTh and PPy, at least without ad
tional assumptions with respect to the intermonomer inter
tion. The given model of PFu~eX52.0,gX50.8!43 also leads
to a divergence with experimental data. This cannot be c
sidered, of course, as an argument for rejecting this appro
but rather as an accentuation of importance of the consis
choice of system parameters.

Since the applicability of the given model is doubtfu
the reason for its representation here is to illustrate the
pendence of heteroatom effects on the electron site energ
heteroatom. Indeed, since in model I all other parame
excepteX are essentially the same, the results obtained
PTh, PPy, and PFu give a detailed picture of the evolution
heteroatom effects with the increase ofeX . It is seen, in
particular, that changes in the heteroatom site energy
reflected mostly in the relative position and widths of v
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lence bands, while the conduction bands are much less
fected. With the increase ofeX the energy of the lowes
valence band considerably decreases. This lowering is m
larger than an upward shift of the upper valence band. I
also interesting to note that for the largest used value ofeX

the degeneracy of the middle valence band is realized
g int50.9, whereDEH2150.045~see Table I!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Starting from the SSH Hu¨ckel type Hamiltonian which is
appropriately generalized to account for the electronic str
ture of five-membered heterocycles~thiophene, pyrrole, and
furan! the one-electron theory of corresponding polym
with rigid backbone has been developed.

It is shown thatp-band joining ~gap closing! and the
appearance of in-gap discrete levels are determined by z
of monomer Green function diagonal component referred
binding sites at which monomers are connected to each o
by covalent bonds. Thus, the closing of any gap in polym
spectrum occurs at the energy which is a reflection of mo
mer nature. This energy is independent of intermonomer
teraction but how far or close the given gap is from ze
value does depend on the magnitude of intermonomer r
nance interaction (g int) which is realized in the polymer.

The necessary and sufficient condition of gap closing
the spectrum of heterocyclic polymers~expressed as a rela
tion between the monomer and intermonomer-interaction
rameters! is given by Eq.~44!. Each gap closes at a certa
value ofg int determined by the above mentioned relation.
the intermonomer interaction is smaller or larger than
value predicted by Eq.~44!, the gap is nonzero i.e., the co
responding adjacentp bands are separated by a forbidd
zone. At larger values ofg int , there is a doubly degenera
discrete level within this zone. In the other words,p band
joining gives rise to a local state. Both features, band join
and appearance of discrete levels at the sufficiently la
strength of intermonomer interaction, are inherent proper
of conjugated polymers.

It is demonstrated that unlike six-membered based p
mers, where the existence of degenerate bands is conn
with monomer eigenstates having nodes at binding sites
heterocyclic polymers there exists an additional possibility
band degeneracy at certain values of intermonomer inte
tion. The energies of degenerate bands are determine
zeros of the nondiagonal component of monomer Gr
function and thus, these are also a reflection of inter
monomer structure. The relation between the system par
eters, the fulfillment of which is the necessary and suffici
condition of the presence of degenerate band in the poly
spectrum, is given by Eq.~50! ~several equivalent forms o
this equation are possible!.47 Some sets of Hu¨ckel parameters
which are suggested in the literature to model heteroato
are found to be very close to fulfilling the above mention
condition.

In the framework of the accepted model, it is proved th
four of 10 band-edge energies ofp electron spectrum o
heterocyclic polymers are not affected by heteroato
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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carbon resonance interaction due to the fact that the co
sponding edge states in the polymer have the symmetr
monomer eigenstates. The exact explicit expressions o
band-edge energies as functions of system parameters
found. The closed expressions of orthonormalized molec
orbitals of heterocyclic oligomers/polymers are also p
sented here for the first time.

Together with other conclusions made throughout
analytical analysis and discussion of illustrative exampl
the theoretical results outlined above reveal a lot of n
physics of this class of conjugated polymers which deser
experimental testing.

The theory developed has been applied to the descrip
of the gross structure of heterocyclic polymers with the u
of Hückel parameters suggested in literature
heteroatoms—sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen. Despite the
certainty of these parameters, the encouraging fact is
with a reasonable choice of system parameters an exce
agreement with experimental data can be achieved as is d
onstrated for the fundamental band gaps of polythioph
and polypyrrole. This rises to a challenge of consistent
perimental determination of model parameters which c
certainly be met in wide-scale spectroscopic measureme
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